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Abstract: Massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems that use
the millimeter-wave (mm-wave) band have a higher frequency and more
antennas, which leads to significant path loss, high power consumption, and
server interference. Due to these issues, the spectrum efficiency is significantly
reduced, making spectral efficiency improvement an important research topic
for 5G communication. Together with communication in the terahertz (THz)
bands, mmWave communication is currently a component of the 5G standards
and is seen as a solution to the commercial bandwidth shortage. The quantity
of continuous, mostly untapped bandwidth in the 30–300 GHz band has
presented a rare opportunity to boost the capacity of wireless networks. The
wireless communications and consumer electronics industries have recently
paid a lot of attention to wireless data transfer and media streaming in the
mmWave frequency range. Simple massive MIMO beamforming technology
cannot successfully prevent interference between multiple networks in the
current spectrum-sharing schemes, particularly the complex interference dis-
persed in indoor communication systems such as homes, workplaces, and
stadiums. To effectively improve spectrum utilization and reduce co-channel
interference, this paper proposes a novel algorithm. The main idea is to
utilize the spectrum in software-defined mmWave massive MIMO networks
through coordinated and unified management. Then, the optimal interference
threshold is determined through the beam alignment method. Finally, a greedy
optimization algorithm is used to allocate optimal spectral resources to the
users. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm improved spectral
efficiency and reduced interference.
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1 Introduction

The design concept of the 5G millimeter-wave (mmWave) system is different from the traditional
mobile communication system [1–5]. It focuses on wider multi-point distribution, multi-user com-
munication, a multi-antenna system, and multi-cell cooperation [6–9], and strives to achieve system
architecture, which seeks to greatly improve the system’s performance so that the system can provide
a peak rate of more than 10 GB [10–14].

With the advent of 5G, the contradiction between the increasing demand for radio spectrum and
the limited available spectrum in mobile communication systems has become increasingly prominent,
and the use of spectrum-sharing technology can make the use of frequency resources more balanced in
time and space [15–19]. In the 5G spectrum-sharing method, experts and scholars have proposed many
implementation methods for spectrum-sharing technology [20]. One is to set the interference threshold
and improve the spectrum efficiency by reusing the unlicensed spectrum of the primary user with the
secondary user [21–25]. This method pre-sets the corresponding interference threshold, and when the
interference value exceeds the threshold, the interference coordination is triggered [26–28]. During
the interference coordination process, secondary users are prohibited from reusing the spectrum of
primary users [29].

With a wide range of frequencies (sub-1 GHz to 100 GHz) and very large bandwidths, seamless
carrier aggregation across multiple bands, a huge number of steerable antenna elements, and a flexible
and scalable physical layer for handling various scenarios, 5G NR has dramatically increased the
capabilities of cellular communication [30]. Non-public networks based on 5G-NR are becoming
more common, particularly for industrial applications [31]. This is because 5G NR outperforms other
current wireless technologies, such as Wi-Fi or 4G/LTE (long-term evolution), in terms of performance
characteristics, mobility support, scalability, and security [32]. These technologies are unable to
adequately satisfy the intended communication demands because of the demanding requirements of
industrial applications [33]. There are several 5G NR non-public network deployment possibilities,
including employing locally licensed spectrum or spectrum licensed for public operator networks,
depending on the market. Compared to LTE/LTE-Advanced, NR can provide improved dependability,
additional spectrum bands, lower latency, and faster data rates [34].

The other category is to use massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) technology to
achieve beamforming to reduce the radiation of electromagnetic waves in other directions and avoid
interference [35]. Compared with the existing MIMO technology, the spatial resolution achieved by
massive MIMO is significantly enhanced; it can deeply excavate the spatial dimension resources, realize
spatial multiplexing, and also concentrate the beam width in a narrow range so that the main lobe
direction of the beam formed by the electromagnetic wave emitted by the base station is aligned with
the desired user direction [35], thereby greatly reducing the network cost and interference level.

Reference [36] discusses the potential advantages of using massive MIMO in the base station and
user end of the spectrum-sharing network. Reference [37] establishes a multi-beam spatiotemporal
super-resolution beamforming framework of massive MIMO technology, which can generate large
gains in the beam-pointing direction and suppress co-channel interference. Reference [38] proposes a
new massive MIMO spatial spectrum sharing strategy for cognitive radio (CR) and realizes spectrum
sharing between multiple base stations through CR technology.

However, in the existing spectrum-sharing schemes, the simple massive MIMO beamforming
technology cannot effectively avoid interference between different networks, especially the complex
interference distributed in indoor communication systems such as residential areas, offices, and
stadiums. To solve this problem, this paper uses a software-defined network (SDN) mmWave massive
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MIMO spectrum management solution to centralize the management of interference links between
networks, combines gNB and UE beamforming technology to obtain the best interference threshold,
simplifies the relationship between interference graphs, and optimizes the greedy algorithm. Then,
allocate orthogonal spectrum resources for each interference link, to avoid the interference of inter-
network links.

2 System Model

2.1 SDN Management Layer
SDN separates the control plane from the data forwarding plane to realize programmatic control

[39]. This paper designs a centralized SDN wireless link resource control layer coordinator (CLC),
which is connected to each mmWave network, is responsible for the unified allocation and management
of wireless link resources of each network and allocates available spectrum for each mmWave network
link resource. Each mmWave network includes an SDN Basic Implementation Layer Coordinator
(BILC) and an interference database (DB). The structure of the centralized SDN link interference
management layer in this paper is shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Centralized links interfere with the management layer structure

In each mmWave network, the DB stores the link interference information for the network, and
the BILC is responsible for uploading the interference information in the DB to the CLC and at the
same time receiving the coordination information issued by the CLC. In each network, the BILC
uploads the interference information to the CLC, and the CLC constructs the interference graph of
the interference links of each network, uses the greedy algorithm to color the interference graph, and
realizes the re-planning of each network resource (time and frequency) allocation, assigning mutually
orthogonal frequency bands to the interfered link spectral resources.

In the network shown in Fig. 2, there is co-channel interference between link i in the network
mmWave and link j in the network mmWaveB located in the same area, and the interference coordi-
nation mechanism is triggered when the interference on the link i exceeds the maximum interference
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threshold. Coordination means that when the corresponding interfering link pair (link i of network
mmWaveA and link j of network mmWaveB) use the same spectrum resources, the transmission is
limited and the spectrum resources need to be reallocated. The two interfering networks carry out this
resource division protocol and call the SDN control layer coordinator to reallocate the resources of
the interfering link.

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of inter-network user link interference

2.2 Massive MIMO Model
Both the gNB side and the UE side adopt massive MIMO, and the transmitting end uses

beamforming technology to generate a specific-angle beam pointing to the receiving end antenna to
generate a specific-angle beam pointing to the transmitting end to obtain the optimal interference
threshold. The schematic diagram of beam alignment between gNB and UE is shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Schematic diagram of beam alignment between gNB and UE

The beamforming gain from transmitter i to receiver j can be expressed as:

G (t, f )ij =
∣∣∣W ∗

rxij
H (t, f )ij W txij

∣∣∣2

(1)

Among them, H (t, f )ij represents the ij-th link of the channel matrix; W txij represents the
beamforming vector of transmitter i and receiver j; W rxij represents the reception vector received by
receiver j from transmitter i.
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Simulate the MIMO channel model with K clusters, each cluster contains L subpaths, and the
channel model H (t, f ) is expressed as:

H (t, f ) =
∑K

k=1

∑Lk

l=1
gkl (t, f ) urx

(
θ rx

kl , ϕrx
kl

)
u∗

tx

(
θ tx

kl , ϕ
tx
kl

)
(2)

Among them, urx represents the spatial feature vector of the receiver; utx represents the spatial
feature vector of the sender; gkl (t, f ) represents small-scale fading, which is expressed as:

gkl (t, f ) = √
Plke2π ifd cos(wkl)t−2π iτkl f (3)

Among them, Plk represents the power extension.

Small-scale fading is related to the number of clusters, number of subpaths, Doppler shift, power,
delay spread, and angle of arrival (AoA).

The system link path loss and shading (in dB) are expressed as:

PL (d) = α + β × 10 × log (d) + ξ , ξ ∼N
(
0, δ2

)
(4)

The beamforming channel interference can be expressed as:

Gji =
∣∣∣W ∗

rxii
H (t, f )ji W txjj

∣∣∣2

(5)

Use formula (5) to calculate the interference value of each link to the target link and mark the
maximum interference pair to form the basis of interference coordination decision-making at the
control layer.

3 Proposed Algorithm Implementation

When the system uses the feedback mechanism, each network access point obtains the correspond-
ing interference pair through interference measurement. According to the interference information fed
back by each mmWave network, the CLC reallocates mutually orthogonal resources to the interfering
links in the network to achieve coordinated management of spectrum interference between networks.

The specific steps of the process are:

Step 1: Interference detection between networks. Interference to user k of another network link
and other mmWave networks is measured at the same time. The interference situation of the middle
link j with its network link i. Each network stores the information about the interference link pair in
the interference database of the network to form the basic conditions for the coordination decision of
the interference link in the SDN control layer.

Step 2: Implementation Layer Interference Information Transmission. Compare the interference
information measured in each mmWave network with the optimal interference threshold obtained
above and remove the interference information in the DB whose interference value is smaller than the
interference threshold, where each link’s interference information will be expressed as a link id (for
example, the base station id + user id). Each mmWave network sends the measurement results to the
BILC connected to it, and the BILC sends all received information sets that need to be coordinated
to the CLC, which completes unified resource management and coordination.

Step 3: Control Layer Link Resource Allocation. Each BILC reports the interference link pair to
the CLC, and the CLC establishes an interference graph through the relationship between the edge
and the node. The edge G = (v, e), the node V = {vn}, and the maximum degree of the node is
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G, 1 ≤ n ≤ N, e = {
en,m, n �= m

}
, and n ≥ 1, where V and e represent the set of edges and vertices

of the graph, respectively. To avoid interference between different links, orthogonal resources should
be allocated to interfering links. If different colors are used to represent different resources, and the
orthogonal resource is expressed as C = {c1, c2, . . . , ck}, then the interference coordination decision-
making problem can be expressed as a graph coloring problem [40]. The graph coloring problem is
one of the most famous NP-complete problems. For N nodes to be colored with K colors, it can be
described as:

Aopt = argmax
∑K

k=1

∑N

n=1
αk

n log (1 + SINRn) (6)

Satisfying N > K, the complexity of the coloring algorithm using the above method is:

Cexhaustive = O
(

KN

K!

)
(7)

This paper simplifies the relationship of the graph by calculating the optimal interference
threshold to color the interference graph, and the process is shown in Fig. 4.

Start

Find the node Vn with the largest degree

Initialize the color array C

Assign color Ck to node Vn

Update Vn and �

�

End

No
Yes

Figure 4: Optimal interference threshold algorithm flowchart

Using the above method to color the interference graph, the algorithm complexity is:

Cprop = O
(
KN2

)
(8)

Step 4: Basic Implementation Layer Resource Scheduling. After the SDN control layer completes
the coloring of the interference graph, the CLC needs to send the interference coordination result to
each connected BILC, and the BILC sends the interference information to the corresponding gNB.
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When the gNB receives the interference coordination decision report, it will reset. If a link is not
coordinated, the spectrum resource associated with the link will not be reallocated.

4 Simulation Results

4.1 Parameters Configuration
The system in this paper uses the network simulator NS-3 [41,42], the system frequency is 26 GHz,

and its physical layer frame structure is similar to the LTE frame structure [43], with a frame length
of 10 ms. Each frame is divided into 10 subframes with a length of 1 ms, and each subframe is divided
into 8-time slots with a length of 125 s. In the frequency domain, the bandwidth of 1 GHz is divided
into 4 resource blocks (RB), each of which is subdivided into 18 sub-bands with a width of 13.89 MHz,
a total of 72 sub-bands, and each sub-band consists of 48 subcarriers.

4.2 Results
The indoor environment is selected for the simulation, and a room with a length, width, and

height of 6, 8, and 3 m is simulated to evaluate the link interference between networks in the indoor
environment, as shown in Fig. 5, in which only part of the UE is drawn. In this environment, two
different mmWave networks (mmWaveA and mmWaveB) are deployed, a total of 20 UEs are placed
in the room, and each UE is randomly connected to a mmWave network. Set the UE in this scenario
to move slowly at different speeds, and use this scenario to simulate the link interference between two
different networks. When the beams in the two networks point to the same space and use the same
spectrum resources at the same time, the feasibility and performance of this scheme are validated.

Figure 5: System simulation environment

When the link interference value exceeds the maximum interference threshold, the system does
not trigger the SDN link interference coordination mechanism, and only uses massive MIMO
beamforming technology to avoid link interference between different networks, that is, the array
antenna generates beams pointing in different directions to users. Each beam uses different spectral
resources to avoid mutual interference. However, in areas where users are densely distributed, the same-
frequency beams of different gNBs may point to the same area, and users in this area will suffer from
inter-network co-channel interference.
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The above scenario is simulated, and the simulation results for mmWaveA and mmWaveB
networks are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. Among them, link i where UE2 is located in the
mmWaveA network, and link j where UE1 is located in the mmWaveB network, use the same spectrum
resources. It can be seen from Fig. 6 that UE2 in the mmWaveA network suffers severe co-channel
interference from the link of UE1 in the mmWaveB network, and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of
UE2 in the mmWaveA network is only about 2 dB, which is significantly smaller than that of the un-
interference UE1 in the network. It can be seen from Fig. 7 that the link where UE1 is located in the
mmWaveB network is also subject to co-channel interference from the link where UE2 is located in the
mmWaveA network, and the SNR of UE3 is about 7 dB, whereas the link where UE2 is located, has
serious SNR interference. With the continuous operation of the simulation program, the SNR of each
user in the mmWaveA network and the mmWaveB network does not change significantly.

Figure 6: Link interference for each user in the mmWaveA network

Figure 7: Link interference for each user in the mmWaveB network

In the case of keeping the above indoor simulation environment and related parameters
unchanged, a specific link interference coordination scheme is added to the scene. When the link
interference value is greater than the set interference threshold, the link interference coordination
mechanism is triggered and the simulation is performed again. The results are as follows: Figs. 8 and 9.
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Figure 8: Simulation results of interference coordination for each link of the mmWaveA network

Figure 9: Simulation results of interference coordination for each link of the mmWaveB network

In Fig. 8, the SNR of the mmWaveA network’s undisturbed links UE1 and UE3 and the undis-
turbed links UE2 and UE3 in Fig. 9 have no significant change before and after the interference
coordination is triggered by the SDN control layer coordinator. In Figs. 8 and 9, when the link where
UE2 of the mmWaveA network is located and the link of UE3 of the mmWaveB network is severely
interfered with by the same frequency, the SDN control layer coordination mechanism is triggered.
The SDN controller acquires the interfering link users in different gNB networks and reallocates
non-interfering spectrum resources to the inter-network interfering links of all networks, thus solving
the problem of massive MIMO caused by the uncoordinated allocation of different beam spectrum
resources. After adopting the SDN centralized management and scheduling scheme for interfering link
resources, the interfering link between user UE2 of the mmWaveA network and UE3 in mmWaveB is
reassigned resources, the mutual interference between links is significantly weakened, and the SNR
of the interfering link is greatly improved, thereby improving the user’s communication quality. This
helps to reduce the bit error rate (BER) of data transmission between gNB and UE and ultimately
effectively improves the user’s communication quality in the system.
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Fig. 10 compares the interference levels of the proposed algorithm with those of the reference
[44,45] algorithms. As can be seen from Fig. 10, the interference level of reference [44] is lower than
reference [45]. On the other hand, the interference level of the proposed algorithm is lower than both
existing algorithms, which validates its effectiveness and robustness to dynamic channel scenarios.

Figure 10: Performance comparison of the proposed and existing algorithms

5 Conclusion

This paper proposes massive MIMO technology and a centralized management method for SDN
link resources. The inter-network interference link pair information is obtained via the SDN control
layer’s centralized management scheme, and the inter-network interference link pair is deployed to
build an interference graph and color the interference graph, allocate spectrum resources, and allocate
mutually orthogonal spectrum to the inter-network interference link resources, which can effectively
reduce inter-network user interference. Compared with the simple massive MIMO spectrum resource-
sharing mechanism, the use of the SDN link coordination mechanism can solve the problem of inter-
network link interference caused by the unreasonable allocation of spectrum resources in massive
MIMO beams. With the combination of SDN and massive MIMO, the same-frequency interference of
the link can be avoided, the average SNR of the link can be improved, and the communication quality
of the user can be improved. The next step is to consider the energy efficiency of the system in different
usage scenarios.
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